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Changing the way we move: safe and sustainable urban mobility as we exit the #coronavirus crisis

Tuesday 26 May 16:00 CEST

Hosted by @Matthew_Baldwin, EU Coordinator for road safety and sustainable mobility

Together with Karen Vancluysen, POLIS network SG

Country:
Europe-wide

Topic:
COVID-19
Urban mobility planning

Body:

Join Matthew Baldwin (European Coordinator for Road Safety and Sustainable Mobility) and Karen Vancluysen (POLIS network SG) with the webinar "Changing the way we move: safe and sustainable urban mobility as we exit the coronavirus crisis".

This live discussion will cover how mobility should look as we exit the coronavirus crisis, as well as how to achieve safer and more sustainable urban mobility going forward.

When: 26th May 16:00 CEST

They also invite you to ask questions prior to the Twitter chat by commenting here.